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Abstract:

Levoglucosan (1,6-anhydro-β-D-glucopyranose) is a major pyrolysis product from cellulose. To understand the secondary decomposition behavior in pyrolytic production of levoglucosan from cellulosic biomass, influences of the pyrolysis vapor from wood or wood constituent polymers on the recovering process of levoglucosan were studied at 400°C (30 mmHg). Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica, a softwood) and Japanese beech (Fagus crenata, a hardwood) wood samples, cellulose, xylan (a hemicellulose) and the milled wood lignins isolated from the wood samples were used as the substances for production of the pyrolysis vapor. Since levoglucosan and other substances were placed separately in a dual-space reactor to eliminate their direct contact, the interaction is expected in vapor-phase after volatilization of levoglucosan and volatile formation from wood and related substances. Solid/liquid-phase interaction is also possible after condensation of the vapor on the reactor wall with lower temperature. The cellulose- and lignin-derived pyrolysis vapors reduced the recovery of levoglucosan substantially, while the influences of the vapors from xylan and the substances containing xylan were comparatively very small. Such decomposition induced by the cellulose- and lignin-derived vapors was inhibited in the presence of the xylan-derived pyrolysis vapor.
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Introduction

Levoglucosan (1,6-anhydro-β-D-glucopyranose) is a potential chemical obtained from pyrolysis of cellulosic biomass [1]. The utilization in synthesis of various chemicals (especially chiral chemicals) and materials is very promising. Its unique chemical nature, i.e. 1,6-acetal ring and $^4C_4$ conformation makes it an attractive chiral raw material [2]. Notably, the rigid conformation and the sterically hindered β-D-face of the molecule are advantageous for regioselective protection of the OH groups [2] and stereoselective functionalization [3]. Preparation of various biologically active compounds such as antibiotic macrolides [4-8] has been approached starting from levoglucosan [4-11]. Saccharification through rapid or vacuum pyrolysis of cellulosic biomass has also been proposed as a pretreatment method for ethanol fermentation [12-14]. Since the Pictet’s report [15] in 1918, polymerization of levoglucosan has been studied extensively [16-19]. Many kinds of polysaccharides have been prepared from polymerization of levoglucosan [15-17] and its derivatives [18, 19].

Yield of levoglucosan from cellulosic biomass is known to be influenced by various factors [20-30]. Pyrolysis temperature and the inorganic impurities are the most important factors. Effective production of levoglucosan requires > 300°C [20, 21]. Many papers have reported that only very small amounts of the inorganic impurities reduced the levoglucosan yield greatly [14, 22-25], although the mechanism has not been clarified yet. As a factor relating to cellulose itself, the levoglucosan yield increases with an increasing crystallinity of cellulose [26]. Some papers also
indicate the influences of other constituent polymers in cellulosic biomass; Hosoya et al. [27, 28] have reported that most of the identified volatile products from cellulose and lignin increased in their yields in pyrolysis of cellulose-lignin mixtures.

Mass- and heat-transfer efficiencies have also been discussed with the levoglucosan yield [29, 30]. The levoglucosan yield increases under vacuum conditions, since levoglucosan effectively vaporizes before suffering from the secondary reactions [29]. Fast pyrolysis conditions, which are characteristic in rapid heating and quick recovery of the product vapor, are also preferable in production of levoglucosan [30].

Accordingly, the relationships between the pyrolysis condition and the levoglucosan yield are well documented. However, it has not been discussed how coexisting pyrolysis products from cellulose and other cellulosic biomass affect the recovering process of levoglucosan. Levoglucosan is reported to be stabilized up to 350°C in some aromatic substances with high \( \pi \)-electron densities probably through complexation with the CH/\( \pi \) interaction [31]. Such alternation of the reactivity may be included in pyrolytic production of levoglucosan. Understanding the secondary decomposition behavior in the presence of other pyrolysis products will be useful to improve the pyrolytic production of levoglucosan.

In this paper, influences of the coexisting pyrolysis vapors from cellulose, xylan, lignin and wood on the secondary decomposition behavior of levoglucosan are studied at 400°C/ 30 mmHg. A dual-space reactor is useful to eliminate the direct solid-solid
interactions between levoglucosan and other substances.

2. Experimental

2-1 Materials

Levoglucosan was purchased from Tokyo Kasei Co. Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica, a softwood) and Japanese beech (Fagus crenata, a hardwood) wood flours [< 80 mesh, oven-dried (105°C/ 24 h)] were used after extraction with ethanol/benzene (2:1, v/v) in a Soxhlet apparatus for 6 h. Cellulose powder (200-300 mesh, Toyoroshi Co.) and xylan from beech wood (Sigma Co.) were commercial available. The xylan sample was demineralized before pyrolysis by washing with 0.05 M HCl/MeOH at room temperature for 24 h twice and subsequently with MeOH repeatedly until the electronic conductivity of the washing become constant. Demineralized wood samples were also prepared in the same procedure. The milled wood lignins (MWL) were isolated and purified from Japanese cedar and Japanese beech wood samples according to the method in the literature [32]. The ash contents of these samples were negligible as indicated from the undetectable levels of residues in thermogravimetric analysis in air at 600°C (heating rate: 10 °C/min) with a Shimadzu TGA 50.

2-2 Heat-treatment in a dual-space reactor and product analysis

Pyrolysis was conducted with the experimental set-up in Fig. 1. A small
sample holder made of Pyrex glass (internal diameter: 4.0 mm, length: 8.0 mm, glass thickness: 1.0 mm) is placed at the bottom of a Pyrex glass tube (internal diameter: 10.0 mm, length: 300 mm, glass thickness: 1.0 mm). Crystalline levoglucosan (10 mg) was placed in the inner sample holder, and cellulose, xylan, lignin, or wood sample (10 mg) was placed at the bottom of the outer tube reactor. Accordingly, direct contact between levoglucosan and other substances is not possible in this reactor. Various mixtures (10 mg each) which include cellulose-xylan (5:3, w/w), cellulose-MWL (5:2, w/w), MWL-xylan (2:3, w/w) and cellulose-xylan-MWL (5:3:2, w/w) were also used. After the connection to an aspirator (30 mmHg), pyrolysis was started by inserting the reactor to a muffle furnace preheated at 400°C through a small hole from the top. During pyrolysis, levoglucosan vapor was mixed with the pyrolysis vapor from other substances as shown in Fig. 1 (vapor-phase interaction). Condensation of the vapor on the reactor wall with lower temperature was also observed, where liquid-phase interaction is expected.

After pyrolysis for 3 min, the reactor was immediately taken out of the furnace and cooled with flowing air for 1 min and then in cold water for 1 min. Inside of the reactor which included the inner sample holder was extracted with D₂O (1.0 mL) to give a D₂O-soluble portion. In this portion, levoglucosan and other polar substances were included. The D₂O-soluble portion was analyzed with gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) under the conditions of column: Asahipak GS220HQ; eluent: water (1.0 mL/min); detector: RID; column temperature: 40°C. Recovery of levoglucosan was
determined by analyzing the D$_2$O-soluble portion with $^1$H NMR by using 2-furancarboxylic acid as an internal standard. The $^1$H NMR measurement was conducted with a Brucker AC-400 (400MHz) spectrometer, and the chemical shifts are shown in $\delta$ (ppm) with sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl)-1-propanesulfonate as an internal standard. The yields of levoglucosan was calculated from comparing the peak area of the signal at $\delta$ 5.1 (C$_1$-H of levoglucosan) with those of 2-furancarboxylic acid. The wood and cellulose samples also produced levoglucosan, and hence, these amounts were subtracted from those determined in this method.

2-3 Heat treatment of levoglucosan-pyrolysis product mixture

In pyrolysis with the dual-space reactor (described above), pyrolysis vapors condensed on the reactor wall with the temperature less than 250°C (Fig. 2). To evaluate the influences after condensation, heat-treatment of various mixtures of levoglucosan and the pyrolysis products (condensates) from other substances were conducted.

The pyrolyzates (condensates) from the wood samples or the constituent polymers were obtained by pyrolysis of these substances (10 mg each) in the reactor without inner sample holder (400°C/ 30 mmHg/ 3 min). The condensates formed on the upper side of the reactor wall were extracted with methanol (0.8 mL). After the methanol solution was mixed with levoglucosan (10 mg), the resulting solution was taken into another Pyrex glass tube reactor and evaporated in vacuo. Before pyrolysis,
the reactor was connected to a N₂ bag through a three-way tap, and the air inside the reactor was exchanged with N₂. Heat-treatment was conducted by inserting the reactor into the muffle furnace (150, 200 or 250°C) for 3 min. The analytical methods of the products were similar to those described above.

3. Results and discussion

As shown by the pictures of the reactors and the temperature distribution of the reactor wall (Fig. 2), yellow to dark brown condensates were formed at the upper side of the reactor wall < 250°C, except for the control (only levoglucosan) and xylan experiments, which gave colorless and pale yellow condensates, respectively. Some parts of the condensates with dark brown color were not soluble in D₂O and other solvents. These insoluble materials (char) were also formed in the absence of levoglucosan. Secondary carbonization of the pyrolysis vapors from wood and the constituent polymers proceeds after condensation on the reactor wall, along with the primary char formation at the bottom of the tube reactor. No char was observed inside the inner sample holder under all experimental conditions.

Fig 3 summarizes the recoveries of levoglucosan under the influences of the pyrolysis vapors from wood and the constituent polymers. These recoveries do not include the amounts of levoglucosan formed from cellulose and wood samples. Unexpectedly, levoglucosan in the control experiment was almost quantitatively recovered (97.4%) as a colorless condensate at 400°C/30 mmHg. Thus, volatilization
of levoglucosan with the estimated boiling point around $300^\circ$C [33] effectively occurs before the secondary decomposition takes place.

In the presence of the pyrolysis vapors from the wood samples, this recovering process of levoglucosan was not influenced greatly [levoglucosan recovery: 91.0 % (cedar); 82.9 % (beech)]. The influence of the xylan-derived pyrolysis vapor was also small (levoglucosan recovery: 91.6 %). In contrast the pyrolysis vapors from the cellulose and MWLs (cedar and beech) reduced the recoveries down to 37.2, 61.3 and 64.4 %, respectively. These influences were not dependent on the wood species, i.e. softwood and hardwood.

These results imply an important suggestion in pyrolytic production of levoglucosan. For effective production of levoglucosan, pure cellulose is generally used to avoid the secondary reactions, since the impurities such as inorganic substances substantially reduce the levoglucosan yield. The present results, however, suggest that some of the levoglucosan molecules formed from cellulose are decomposed under the influence of other pyrolysis products from cellulose. The lignin-derived vapor also causes the secondary decomposition. Since direct contact between levoglucosan and cellulose or MWL is not possible in the dual-space reactor, such secondary decomposition would proceed in vapor-phase or liquid/solid-phase after condensation.

Thermal polymerization [15, 16] is a possible secondary reaction which reduces the levoglucosan recovery. Pictet [15] have reported that levoglucosan polymerizes at $> 240^\circ$C, which is much lower than the present temperature (400°C). Fig 4 shows the
results of GPC analysis of the D$_2$O-soluble portions of the condensates. In the chromatogram (control), only a very small signal (9.2 min) is observed in higher molecular weight (MW) (shorter retention time) region, along with a large signal assigned to levoglucosan. Accordingly, pure levoglucosan effectively vaporizes under the present heat-treatment conditions before the thermal polymerization proceeds. The signal at 9.2 min increases slightly in the chromatogram obtained in the presence of the MWL (cedar)-derived vapor. The MWL (beech) gave a similar result. Although cellulose itself gave some broad signals at high MW region without addition of levoglucosan, the signals from levoglucosan in the presence of the cellulose-derived vapor are observed at much higher MW region. Consequently, the cellulose-derived pyrolysis vapor accelerates the thermal polymerization of levoglucosan. This activation is much more effective than the lignin-derived pyrolysis vapor. It is also noted that levoglucosan polymerization was not effective with the wood samples, even though these include cellulose and lignin as the constituent polymers.

Demineralization by acid-washing slightly reduced the levoglucosan recoveries (cedar: 91.0 to 82.2%; beech: 82.9 to 75.6%). However these recoveries are still larger than that with cellulose or lignin. Fig 5 summarizes the levoglucosan recoveries in the experiments with various mixtures of wood constituent polymers. The recoveries in the presence of the cellulose-MWL mixtures are explainable just as sum of the results with cellulose and MWL (Fig. 3). Contrary to this, the addition of xylan substantially increased the levoglucosan recoveries [cellulose-xylan: 73.8%; MWL (beech)-xylan:
91.9%; cellulose-xylan-MWL (beech): 90.4%] as compared with the results of the original substances [cellulose: 37.2%; MWL (beech): 64.4%; cellulose + MWL (beech): 47.9%]. The levoglucosan recoveries in the presence of the MWL-xylan and cellulose-xylan-MWL mixtures were rather equivalent to those of the wood samples. Accordingly, the xylan-derived vapor inhibits the decomposition of levoglucosan, which is induced by the cellulose- and lignin-derived vapors. Relatively small influences of the wood samples are explainable with such action of the xylan-derived vapor.

To obtain the information about the influences of the pyrolysis vapors after condensation on the reactor wall, levoglucosan was heated at 150-250°C in N₂ (1atm) for 3 min with the pyrolysis products (condensates) from the wood samples and the constituent polymers. At 150 and 200°C, levoglucosan was completely recovered even in the presence of the pyrolyzates. By increasing the temperature up to 250°C, the levoglucosan recovery was lowered under the influences of the pyrolyzates probably through the secondary decomposition (Fig. 6). In this type of experiments, the pyrolyzates from the substances containing xylan [wood and the cellulose + xylan + MWL mixture] also exhibited only small influences on the levoglucosan recovery, as compared with the results with the pyrolyzates from cellulose, MWL (beech) and their mixture (levoglucosan recovery: 63.7, 43.9 and 34.2%, respectively).

Transglycosilation is a common reaction in pyrolysis of glycosides and polysaccharides [20, 21, 34]. Thermal polymerization of levoglucosan proceeds similarly through ring-opening of the glycosidic 1,6-acetal bond. Although the
transglycosilation mechanism in pyrolysis is still controversial between homolytic vs. heterolytic mechanisms [20], the ring-opening polymerization is expected to be accelerated with acid catalysis, assuming the polymerization to proceed in the heterolytic mechanism. However, the pHs of the aqueous solutions of the condensates from pyrolysis of cellulose, xylan and beech wood (5 mg each) in water (0.5 ml) were not so different (around pH 4). Accordingly, the different influences of the pyrolysis vapors from cellulose, xylan and wood are not explainable only with the acidities of the pyrolyzates.

The present results are explained more reasonably by considering a radical mechanism, although the mechanism is not clear presently. Some radical-induced decomposition of levoglucosan would occur in the presence of the pyrolysis vapors of cellulose and lignin, and this is inhibited with the xylan-derived products. Hosoya et al. [35] have reported that levoglucosan decomposed in vapor-phase to CO and CO$_2$ at 400°C, and this decomposition was effectively inhibited in the presence of the aldehyde-type compounds. Furthermore, from the clearly observed isotope effect with the deuterium-labeled acetaldehyde, they concluded that this inhibition arises from the H-donation from the aldehyde-H to some reactive radical intermediates. Pictet has reported that the polymerization of levoglucosan occurred at much lower temperature in the presence of platinum black catalyst, although they did not discuss the reason [15]. This catalysis cannot be explained only with the heterolytic ring-opening polymerization mechanism.
4. Conclusions

Levoglucosan was almost quantitatively recovered as a colorless condensate on the reactor wall < 250 °C at 400°C under a mild vacuum condition (30 mmHg). The influences of the pyrolysis vapors from wood and the constituent polymers on this recovering process were clarified with a dual-space reactor. As summarized in Fig. 7, the pyrolysis vapors from cellulose and lignin induced the secondary decomposition of levoglucosan, while the influences of the xylan- and wood-derived vapors were comparatively small. Furthermore, the xylan-derived vapor was found to inhibit the decomposition which is induced by the cellulose- and lignin-derived vapors. Similar relationships were also observed in heat-treatment [N₂ (1 atm) at 250°C] of the mixtures of levoglucosan and the pyrolyzates. Although the mechanisms are not clear presently, the present results are explained more reasonably by introducing a radical mechanism for such induced levoglucosan decomposition. The present observations will be useful for improving the pyrolytic production of levoglucosan.
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Legend of figures

Fig. 1  The experimental set-up and the expected vapor- and liquid-phase interactions between levoglucosan and the volatile products from wood and the constituent polymers.

Fig. 2  Pictures of the reactors (upper side) after heat-treatment with the temperature profile of the reactor wall (400°C/ 30mmHg/ 3 min).
LG: levoglucosan.

Fig. 3  Influences of various pyrolysis vapors on recovery of levoglucosan (400°C/ 30mmHg/ 3 min).
The amounts of levoglucosan formed from wood and cellulose are not included.
LG: levoglucosan.

Fig. 4  Gel-permeation chromatograms of the D_2O-soluble portions of the condensates obtained from levoglucosan (control) and levoglucosan in the presence of the pyrolysis vapor of cellulose or MWL (cedar) (400°C/ 30mmHg/ 3 min).
LG: levoglucosan.

Fig. 5  Influences of the pyrolysis vapors from various mixtures on recovery of
levoglucosan (400°C/ 30mmHg/ 3 min).

The amounts of levoglucosan formed from the mixtures containing cellulose are not included.

Fig. 6 Recovery of levoglucosan in heat-treatment of the mixtures of levoglucosan and the pyrolyzates (condensates) from wood and the constituent polymers [250°C/ N₂ (1 atm)/ 3 min].

The amounts of levoglucosan formed from wood and other substances containing cellulose are not included.

LG: levoglucosan.

Fig. 7 Influences of the pyrolysis vapors from wood constituent polymers on secondary decomposition of levoglucosan in pyrolytic production from cellulosic biomass.
Fig. 1  The experimental set-up and the expected vapor- and liquid-phase interactions between levoglucosan and the volatile products from wood and the constituent polymers.
Fig. 2 Pictures of the reactors (upper side) after heat-treatment with the temperature profile of the reactor wall (400°C/ 30mmHg/ 3 min).
LG: levoglucosan.
Fig. 3 Influences of various pyrolysis vapors on recovery of levoglucosan (400°C/30mmHg/3 min).

The amounts of levoglucosan formed from wood and cellulose are not included.

LG: levoglucosan.
Fig. 4 Gel-permeation chromatograms of the D$_2$O-soluble portions of the condensates obtained from levoglucosan (control) and levoglucosan in the presence of the pyrolysis vapor of cellulose or MWL (cedar) (400°C/30mmHg/3 min).

LG: levoglucosan.
Fig. 5 Influences of the pyrolysis vapors from various mixtures on recovery of levoglucosan (400°C/30mmHg/3 min).

The amounts of levoglucosan formed from the mixtures containing cellulose are not included.
Fig. 6 Recovery of levogluconan in heat-treatment of the mixtures of levogluconan and the pyrolyzates (condensates) from wood and the constituent polymers [250°C/ N₂ (1 atm)/ 3 min].

The amounts of levogluconan formed from wood and other substances containing cellulose are not included.

LG: levogluconan
Fig. 7  Influences of the pyrolysis vapors from wood constituent polymers on secondary decomposition of levoglucosan in pyrolytic production from cellulosic biomass.